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Rosters are maintained for each committee/subcommittee for voting purposes

The Roster Update Form is used by Members to add or remove oneself from PJM stakeholder group rosters and can be found at:

Four representatives from each Member Company are permitted on each committee/subcommittee roster

Certain reports are only sent to roster members
  - The PJM Settlement Credit Exposure and Default Disclosure Report is only sent to Members on the Member Committee and Credit Subcommittee rosters
Distribution Lists

• Anyone who has signed up for My PJM can subscribe to any of the public newsletters or email lists found on My Email Lists at:

• For any non-public distribution lists, one can fill out the Email List Update Form which can be found at:
  – One will be added to the email lists and/or rosters upon approval of the email list owner or committee secretary

• Meeting notifications and materials are sent to subscribers of email lists